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Abstract We present a diagnostic analysis of the marine

low cloud climatology simulated by two state-of-the-art

coupled atmosphere–ocean models: the National Center for

Atmospheric Research community earth system model

version 1 (CESM1) and the National Center for Environ-

mental Predictions global forecasting system-modular

ocean model version 4 (GFS-MOM4) coupled model. In

the CESM1, the coastal stratocumulus (Sc)-topped plane-

tary boundary layers (PBLs) in the subtropical Eastern

Pacific are well-simulated but the climatological transition

from Sc to shallow cumulus (Cu) is too abrupt and occurs

too close to the coast. By contrast, in the GFS-MOM4

the coastal Sc amount and PBL depth are severely

underestimated while the transition from Sc to shallow Cu

is ‘‘delayed’’ and offshore Sc cover is too extensive in the

subtropical Eastern Pacific. We discuss the possible con-

nections between these differences in the simulations and

differences in the parameterizations of shallow convection

and boundary layer turbulence in the two models.

Keywords Marine low clouds � Stratocumulus � Shallow

cumulus � Climate modeling � CESM � GFS �
Parameterization � Stratocumulus to cumulus transition

1 Introduction

The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change Fourth

Assessment Report (IPCC-AR4) in 2007 emphasized that

cloud feedbacks remain as a major source of uncertainty in

climate projections. Diagnostic studies using the World

Climate Research Programme (WCRP) Coupled Model

Intercomparison Project phase 3 (CMIP3) multi-model

dataset prepared for IPCC-AR4 (see, e.g., Meehl et al.

2007; Bony et al. 2006; Soden and Vecchi 2011) suggest

that such uncertainty and inter-model spread are primarily

caused by deficiencies in simulating subtropical marine

low clouds.

The two main types of subtropical marine low clouds are

stratocumulus (Sc) and shallow cumulus (Cu). These

clouds usually exist in a planetary boundary layer (PBL)

capped by a shallow inversion layer with marked jumps in

potential temperature and humidity. Warm and dry air in

the subsiding branch of the Hadley–Walker circulation and

turbulent transport in the PBL contribute to maintain the

inversion from above and below it, respectively. Favorable

conditions for subtropical marine clouds occur near the

west coasts of the Americas and Africa, where one finds a
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thin and fairly uniform Sc layer, overlying cool oceans

(e.g., Klein and Hartmann 1993; Stevens et al. 2003) and

blocking sunlight from reaching the surface. Moving west

away from the coast and following the trade winds, sub-

sidence weakens; SST increases; and clouds in the

boundary layer become more Cu-like and can still be

capped by Sc (‘‘Cu-under-Sc’’, see, e.g., Wyant et al. 1997;

Albrecht et al. 1995; Stevens et al. 2001). Compared to the

coastal Sc regime, the PBL in these locations that are

collectively referred to as the ‘‘transition regime’’ is deeper

and less well-mixed; the cloud and sub-cloud layers are

partially separated by a stable transition layer and coupled

only through Cu updrafts. Such decoupled or Cu-coupled

Sc regimes can cover a large area (see, for example,

Caldwell et al. 2012). At some point further downwind, the

Sc layer disintegrates and puffy shallow Cu with small

cloud fraction becomes the dominant feature. Convection

in shallow Cu transports moisture from the ocean surface to

the free atmosphere, thus playing a significant role in

regulating surface evaporation and moisture convergence

into the deep convection region (e.g., Tiedtke et al. 1988;

Neggers et al. 2007).

An improved understanding of marine low clouds has

motivated many studies since the 1960s. Whilst progress

has been made in many fronts, several important questions

remain to be answered. The Sc-to-Cu transition is partic-

ularly challenging. In this case, the controls on the dissi-

pation of the overlying Sc after decoupling are poorly

understood (e.g., Wyant et al. 1997; Lock 2009; Xiao et al.

2011). The impact of mesoscale organization, precipitation

and cloud-aerosol interaction on the transition are also in

need of further study (see, e.g., Wood and Hartmann 2006).

The present paper examines the marine low clouds

simulated by two state-of-the-art atmospheric general cir-

culation models (GCMs): The National Center for Atmo-

spheric Research (NCAR) Community Atmospheric Model

version 5 (CAM5), and the National Center for Environ-

mental Predictions (NCEP) Global Forecasting System

(GFS, Fall 2010 version). The better simulation of marine

low clouds motivated recent important updates in the PBL

and shallow convection parameterizations of those models

[see, Bretherton and Park (2009), Park and Bretherton

(2009) for the NCAR model; Han and Pan (2011) for the

NCEP model]. In their current versions, the CAM5 and the

GFS both use a mass-flux scheme for the parameterization

of shallow Cu convection, and a turbulence parameteriza-

tion capable of handling Sc-topped PBLs. For the shallow

Cu, both models employ a convective trigger function

based on the concept of convective inhibition and both

include explicit convective overshooting/penetrative

entrainment formulation. For Sc-topped PBL, both models

treat explicitly turbulence mixing and cloud-top entrain-

ment driven by cloud-top radiative cooling. Furthermore,

for the transitional regime, both models assume that the

overlying Sc layer and the shallow Cu plumes act inde-

pendently and influence each other through the mean state,

i.e., without explicit treatment for the effect of meso-scale

organization in the grid box.

Our research objective is to assess the model perfor-

mances in terms of marine low clouds, and to identify

possible origins of deficiencies in the simulations. Our

analysis will emphasize several physical processes deemed

crucial for the evolution of the PBL structure, e.g., shallow

convection overshooting and turbulent mixing in Sc-topped

PBLs, and examine how those processes affect the cloud

layer structure during the transition. Our end goal is to

suggest targets for further parameterization improvements.

This analysis is a foundational part of a NOAA-funded

Climate Process Team to improve simulation of the Sc-Cu

transition in CAM5 and GFS.

The approach we will follow is based on the analysis of

the simulated climatology from long integrations by the

models coupled to ocean general circulation models (OG-

CMs). We have chosen to work in this framework because

marine low clouds develop in regions of strong atmo-

sphere–ocean interactions. We are fully aware that this

procedure will bring in OGCM systematic errors, which are

non-negligible in upwelling regions. In the future, uncou-

pled experiments will be analyzed for more detailed study

of the origin of biases in both models.

The Preliminary VAMOS Ocean–Cloud–Atmosphere–

Land Study (VOCALS) Model Assessment (PreVOCA;

Wyant et al. 2010) is a recent inter-comparison study

evaluating the representation of marine low clouds in the

Southeastern Pacific in a number of operational weather

forecasting models, regional and global climate models,

including two previous versions (3.5 and 3.6 uw) of the

NCAR CAM and an earlier version of the NCEP GFS.

PreVOCA found that NCAR CAM (3.6 uw) and NCEP

GFS share common biases like the underestimation of PBL

depth near the coast while displaying quite different pat-

terns in terms of LWP and cloud fraction biases in the

Southeastern Pacific: NCAR CAM produces negative

cloud fraction and LWP biases away from the coast and

positive biases along the coast north of 20�S; NCEP GFS

produces strong negative cloud cover and LWP biases

within 20� of the South American coast and positive biases

further offshore. Our study gives an update on the perfor-

mance of the new versions of the NCAR CAM and NCEP

GFS and we present detailed diagnosis focusing on possi-

ble origins of the remaining biases in the simulated marine

low clouds.

We start in Sect. 2 by introducing the setup of the two

models. Section 3 gives a general survey of climatological

SST, precipitation and surface shortwave cloud radiative

effect (CRE) fields simulated by the two models. Section 4
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focuses on marine low clouds in the subtropical Pacific,

and compares the model simulations to satellite observa-

tions from multiple instruments and in situ observations

from ship-based measurements from field campaigns in the

Southeastern Pacific. We also examine cumulus mass flux,

convective heating/moistening rates and other variables

directly quantifying the parameterized contributions of

shallow convection and PBL to the grid-box mean state.

Section 5 discusses possible explanations for the biases

found in the previous section, and Sect. 6 presents the

conclusions.

2 The models and simulations

2.1 The models

In this study we use the NCEP GFS (Fall 2010 version)

coupled to the Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory

(GFDL) Modular Ocean Model version 4 (MOM4). This

coupled model, which we will refer to hereafter as the

GFS-MOM4, is to be distinguished from the NCEP Cli-

mate Forecasting System version 2 (CFSv2, Saha et al.

2013), which is based on an earlier version of the GFS. The

details of the community earth system model version 1

(CESM1) and the GFS-MOM4 configuration are given in

Table 1.

2.2 The simulations

For our simulations, the CAM5 horizontal resolution is 0.9�
in latitude and 1.25� in longitude, with 30 levels in the

vertical. POP uses a nominal 1� horizontal grid with dis-

placed pole and 60 vertical levels. The CESM1 is

initialized in 1850 and run through 2004. For the atmo-

sphere, the GFS uses T126 horizontal resolution

(*100 km near the equator) and has 64 vertical levels. The

horizontal resolution of MOM4 is 0.5� in both zonal and

meridional directions; forty vertical layers are used. The

GFS-MOM4 is initialized with global reanalysis data from

January 1948 and run for 50 years. In the following ana-

lysis we use climatological fields for the 40-year period

1958–1997 from both models.

Our general diagnosis in the next section makes use of

the NCAR Atmospheric Modeling Work Group (AMWG)/

Working Group on Numerical Experimentation (WGNE)

diagnostic package (http://www.cgd.ucar.edu/amp/amwg/

diagnostics/), which provides a simple and standardized

interface for model-to-model and model-to-observation

comparison for a wide range of atmospheric variables and

phenomena and produces publication quality plots (see

Fig. 1).

3 General survey

We first give a general survey of the climatology simulated

by the two models in terms of SST and precipitation. The

global mean SST error is -0.34 �C in the CESM1 and

0.59 �C in the GFS-MOM4. In the CESM1 (Fig. 1a), errors

are predominantly negative in the tropics of the Northern

Hemisphere, the western parts of the South Pacific Ocean

and the Atlantic Ocean, and the Indian Ocean. There are

two conspicuous regions of warm biases in the eastern

parts of the South Pacific and Atlantic. These errors in the

southeastern Pacific and Atlantic have been attributed to

the underestimation of clouds in the region (e.g., Ma et al.

1996) and to the underestimation of the effects of coastal

Table 1 A summary of the NCAR CESM1 and the NCEP GFS-MOM4 configurations

NCAR CESM1 NCEP GFS-MOM4

Dynamic core Lin-Rood finite volume dynamic core (Lin 2004) Spectral method dynamic core

PBL UW moist turbulence scheme (Bretherton and Park 2009) MRF scheme (Troen and Mahrt 1986), modified by

Hong and Pan (1996) and Han and Pan (2011)

Shallow convection UW shallow convection (Park and Bretherton 2009) Based on SAS (Han and Pan 2011)

Deep convection Zhang and McFarlane (1995; Zhang et al. 2003), modified by

Richter and Rasch (2008) and Neale et al. (2008)

Simplified Arakawa and Schubert (SAS, Pan and Wu

1995), modified by Han and Pan (2011)

Cloud macrophysics

and microphysics

Park–Bretherton–Rasch macrophysics (Park et al. 2014)

Morrison and Gettelman 2-moment microphysics (2008)

Xu and Randall cloud fraction calculation (1996)

Zhao and Carr microphysics (1997)

Radiation RRTMG (RRTM for GCMs, Iacono et al. 2008) Rapid radiative transfer model (RRTM, Mlawer et al.

1997; Iacono et al. 2000; Clough et al. 2005)

Aerosol Modal aerosol module (MAM, Liu et al. 2011) Prescribed aerosol concentration

Ocean Parallel ocean program (POP v2.4, Smith et al. 2010;

Danabasoglu et al. 2012)

GFDL modular ocean model (MOM4, Griffies et al.

2004)

Sea ice Los Alamos sea ice model (CICE, Hunke and Lipscomb 2008) MOM4 sea ice component

Land surface Community land model (CLM4, Lawrence et al. 2011) NOAH land surface model (Ek et al. 2003)
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upwelling (e.g., Large and Danabasoglu 2006; Gent et al.

2010). In the southeastern Atlantic, the errors are positive

and large ([4 �C) along the African coast centered around

15�S. In the southeastern Pacific, the positive errors cover a

large area, but are much weaker (*0.5 �C) than those in

the Atlantic. Note also that in the South Pacific the main

region of warm biases is detached from the coast, leaving

only a narrow strip of warm SST biases along the coast. In

the GFS-MOM4 (Fig. 1b), we see mainly warm biases

equator-ward of 30�. Warm biases dominate in the equa-

torial Atlantic and Indian Oceans and in the southwestern

Pacific. The largest warm SST errors are in the eastern

Pacific along the American coast (more than 3 �C) and in

the southeastern Atlantic (greater than 4 �C). To the west

of these large warm biases in the Pacific, the SST becomes

excessively cold (more than -3 �C bias in the southern

Pacific, and slightly less in the central north Pacific) and

these cold biases extend onto the Equator. We will show

later in the paper that deficiencies in the simulated marine

low clouds likely provide a large contribution to the SST

errors in the Southeastern Pacific. We will also show that

the change of sign in SST errors along the trade-wind track

is probably related to deficiencies in the simulated Sc-to-

Cu transition in the GFS-MOM4.

The CESM1 (Fig. 2a) and the GFS-MOM4 (Fig. 2b)

both show excessive precipitation in the Atlantic and in the

eastern Pacific just south of the Equator—the typical

‘‘double Inter-Tropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ)’’ pattern

(e.g., Mechoso et al. 1995; de Szoeke and Xie 2008). This

erroneous pattern in the eastern Pacific is particularly clear

in the CESM1 (Fig. 2a) while in the GFS-MOM4 (Fig. 2b)

the region of excessive rainfall is surrounded by larger

negative biases and much less significant. Both models

show significant negative rainfall biases over the western

Pacific warm pool, which are consistent with the elongated

equatorial cold tongue patterns found in the SST error

maps (see Fig. 1). In the GFS-MOM4 the precipitation

associated with the SPCZ seems ‘‘pushed’’ westward and

pole-ward by the cold SST biases in the central south

Pacific while the opposite is true in the CESM1. The GFS-

MOM4 also produces excessively strong precipitation in

the ITCZ region in both the Atlantic and the Pacific.

Marine low clouds affect SST mainly by reflecting/

absorbing solar radiation before it reaches the surface. How

Fig. 1 Annual mean SST (�C)

bias for a the NCAR CESM1

and b the NCEP GFS-MOM4,

with respect to the Hadley

Centre ERSST climatology for

1982–2001
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much marine low cloud biases affect the energy balance at

the ocean surface can be seen from maps of surface

shortwave CRE biases (Fig. 3). Surface shortwave CRE is

defined as the difference between the surface net shortwave

radiation flux for cloudy-sky and that for clear-sky. Surface

shortwave CRE values are usually negative and indicate by

how much solar radiation absorption at the surface is

reduced by the presence of clouds. Positive errors indicate

underestimation of CRE and negative errors indicate

overestimation. In the CESM1 (Fig. 3a), we see positive

biases (10–30 W/m2) detached from the coast in the sub-

tropical eastern oceans—regions with significant marine

low cloud cover in nature. In the Southeastern Pacific and

Atlantic, these positive biases due to the lack of low clouds

(see Fig. 4a–b) coincide with positive SST biases except

very near the coast where SST warm biases maximize but

CRE errors minimize. In the GFS-MOM4 (Fig. 3b) the

errors are in general larger. In all the eastern ocean basins,

we see positive biases with values as high as 80 W/m2

along the coast associated with lack of coastal stratocu-

mulus (see Fig. 4c–d) and large areas of negative biases

with magnitudes as high as 40–50 W/m2 further offshore.

The latter kind of errors is probably due to excessive low

cloud cover that reflects too much sunlight (see Fig. 4c–d).

The analysis described in this section shows that both

the CESM1 and the GFS-MOM4 display significant errors

in terms of surface shortwave CRE in the subtropical

eastern oceans. These errors point to errors in climatolog-

ical marine low cloud distributions. In the subtropics they

are also correlated with local SST errors. Sometimes these

SST errors extend into the equatorial regions (e.g., in the

equatorial Pacific, see Fig. 1) and affect precipitation

Fig. 2 Annual mean

precipitation (mm/day) bias for

a the NCAR CESM1 and b the

NCEP GFS-MOM4 with respect

to the Xie and Arkin (1997)

precipitation climatology for

1979–1998
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distributions in the convergence zones. There are signifi-

cant differences between the errors patterns produced by

the two models in the marine low cloud regions. We will

look into the possible reasons for such differences in our

subsequent analysis.

4 Marine low clouds in the subtropical Pacific

In this section we focus on the marine low cloud simulation

in the eastern Pacific. We have chosen to concentrate on

the Pacific rather than the Atlantic because cruises and field

campaigns have provided more in situ atmospheric obser-

vations in the former region.

Figure 4 shows marine low cloud fraction from the two

models and from satellite observation averaged for the

June–July–August (JJA; peak time for Northeastern Pacific

low clouds) and September–October–November (SON;

peak time for Southeastern Pacific low clouds) seasons

(Klein and Hartmann 1993). Low cloud is defined as

having a cloud-top pressure exceeding 700 mb. The

satellite observation is a combination of the climatological

low cloud fraction from the CLOUDSAT/CALIPSO

GEOPROF product (Kay and Gettelman 2009) and the

CALIPSO GOCCP product (Chepfer et al. 2010) for

2006–2010—in each grid box the maximum low cloud

fraction from the two is used. This method enhances the

low cloud fraction just off the west coasts of the American

and African continents where GEOPROF tends to under-

estimate low cloud amount because it screens out clouds

with very shallow tops. However, GEOPROF is more

accurate in general because the combination of CLOUD-

SAT and CALIPSO instruments can detect low clouds

better when mid- and high-level clouds are present.

The first thing we notice from Fig. 4 is the big differ-

ence between two models in the error pattern: For the

CESM1 (Fig. 4a–b) the most prominent feature is the large

underestimation of low clouds in the eastern basin away

from the coast while for the GFS-MOM4 (Fig. 4c–d) we

see large negative errors along the coast in both north-

eastern and southeastern Pacific but positive biases away

from the coast in the Southeastern Pacific. For both models,

we can see that the error patterns are very similar between

the two seasons, with larger magnitudes in the northeastern

Pacific in JJA and in the southeastern Pacific in SON. For

the CESM1, the error patterns in the northeastern and

southeastern Pacific are quite similar. The biases in the

northwestern Pacific in JJA (Fig. 4a) stand out but seem to

show no impact on the surface shortwave CRE (see

Fig. 3a). For the GFS-MOM4 (Fig. 4c–d), there are large

positive biases west of 90�W in the southeastern Pacific

while the errors in the northeastern Pacific are small, the

same asymmetry can be seen in the surface shortwave CRE

error pattern (Fig. 3b).

In the GFS-MOM4, we also find large biases in the

lower troposphere temperature and moisture structure near

the coast associated with the lack of low cloud cover there.

We plot in Fig. 5 vertical profiles of potential temperature

and relative humidity for October–November at three dif-

ferent locations along 20�S and near the South American

coast: 75�W, 80�W, and 85�W (see the black dots in Fig. 4

for the geographical locations). For validation, we use

in situ observations from ship soundings collected by

NOAA Ron Brown during 2001–2008 (de Szoeke et al.

2012). At the location nearest to the coast (75�W, 20�S,

rightmost column in Fig. 5), we see in the observed profiles

(black dots) a strong trade-wind inversion between 1,000

and 1,400 m, indicated by a strong temperature jump and a

sharp drop in relative humidity. In the GFS-MOM4 (blue

dots), the inversion barely reaches 600 m and its strength

measured by the potential temperature jump is also weaker.

The shallowness of the inversion is consistent with the lack

Fig. 3 Annual mean shortwave CRE (W/m2) at the surface for a the

NCAR CESM1 and b the NCEP GFS-MOM4, with respect to the

CERES-EBAF (Loeb et al. 2009) climatology for 2000/1–2010/6,

which is shown in c for reference
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of stratocumulus because without cloud-top radiative

cooling turbulent mixing would be too weak to maintain

the PBL top against the large-scale subsidence. Warm SST

biases (*4 K) and cold biases in the free troposphere

(*2 K at 2,000 m) can explain the weaker inversion but

not the shallowness of the inversion. In other words, the

collapse of the PBL and the underestimation of low cloud

cover near the coast cannot be explained by biases in the

lower troposphere thermal structure (including SST). It is

more likely that the PBL parameterization (and other rela-

ted parameterization packages, e.g., radiation or shallow

convection) fails to produce correct subgrid-scale mixing/

heating corresponding to the large-scale environment. From

75�W to 85�W (from left to right) the mean inversion rises

by about 300 m and the mean inversion strength weakens

by about 3 K in the observation. At 85�W (the left column),

the inversion in the GFS-MOM4 is still below 1,000 m

while its strength becomes comparable to observation. In

the CESM1 (red dots), inversion heights near the coast are

quite realistic, while the temperature jump is slightly

weaker than that in the observations, mostly due to cold

biases in the free troposphere at all three locations.

Fig. 4 a June–July–August and b September–October–November

mean low cloud bias (%) for the NCAR CESM1; c June–July–August

and d September–October–November mean low cloud bias (%) for

the NCEP GFS-MOM4, with respect to the combined CLOUDSAT/

CALIPSO GEOPROF and CALIPSO GOCCP low cloud fraction

climatology described in the text, which are shown in (e) and (f) for

reference. The black lines in (a), (c) and (e) mark the GPCI cross-

section, and the boxes denote the Californian stratocumulus box

chosen by Klein and Hartmann (1993). The black lines in (b), (d) and

(f) mark the 20S cross-section, and the boxes denote the Peruvian

stratocumulus box chosen by Klein and Hartmann. The black dots in

(b), (d) and (f) denote the location of the averaged ship sounding

profiles shown in Fig. 5
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Figure 6 shows the seasonal variation of low cloud

fraction and lower troposphere stability (LTS, defined as

the difference in potential temperature between 700 and

1,000 mb levels following Klein and Hartmann 1993)

averaged in the Californian (20�–30�N, 120�–130�W) and

Peruvian (10�–20�S, 80�–90�W) coastal stratocumulus

regions, which are indicated by the small boxes in Fig. 4.

The GFS-MOM4 (blue dotted lines) produces very little

seasonal variation in low cloud fraction in the Californian

box (always less than 40 %, Fig. 6a) compared to satellite

observation from Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectro-

radiometer (MODIS, data from http://modis.gfsc.nasa.gov).

The simulated seasonal variation of LTS (Fig. 6c) is real-

istic in amplitude, but peaks 1 month earlier than in the

ERA-40 reanalysis (black, Uppala et al. 2005). The GFS-

MOM4 does not capture the October peak of Peruvian

stratocumulus either (Fig. 6b); even though the seasonal

variation in LTS is very close to that in the reanalysis

(Fig. 6d). The spatial correlation between LTS and low

cloud cover near the coast is also much lower in the GFS-

MOM4 than that between ERA-40 LTS and MODIS low

cloud cover (not shown). This lack of correlation between

LTS and low cloud cover is another indication that the

parameterized PBL processes responsible for maintaining/

generating low clouds fail to respond to variations in the

lower troposphere thermal structure. The CESM1 (red), on

the other hand, produces realistic seasonal variation in low

clouds and LTS in both boxes except that the LTS is sys-

tematically weaker than in the ERA-40 reanalysis. This is

related to the free troposphere cold biases in the CESM1

we see Fig. 5.

Next we examine the climatological transition from

stratocumulus to shallow cumulus away from the American

coasts in more details. We concentrate on two vertical

cross-sections in the northeastern and southeastern Pacific

in their respective seasons of maximum low cloud cover

(marked by the black lines in Fig. 4). One of the cross

sections is along 20�S from the South American coast

(*70�W) to the dateline (180�) in SON. The other is the

GCSS Pacific Cross-section Inter-comparison (GPCI, Te-

ixeira et al. 2011) from the Californian coast (125�W,

35�N) to the Western Pacific warm pool (173�W, 1�S) in

JJA. In Fig. 7, we compare the distributions of cloud liquid

water and cloud fraction in the CESM1 and the GFS-

MOM4 along the selected cross-sections against satellite

observations from the CERES2-MODIS-CALIPSO-

Fig. 5 October–November mean relative humidity (%) profiles

averaged in 5� by 5� box centered on a 85W, 20S; b 80W, 20S;

c 75W, 20S. SON mean potential temperature (K) profiles averaged in

5� by 5� box centered on d 85W, 20S; e 80W, 20S; f 75W, 20S. The

red lines are from the NCAR CESM1. The blue lines are from the

NCEP GFS-MOM4. The grey lines are all the individual profiles of

in situ ship soundings in each box. The black dots represent the

median of all the grey lines. The black crosses represent the mean of

the all the grey lines
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CloudSat (CCCM) dataset from the Atmospheric Science

Data Center (ASDC) at NASA Langley Research Center

(http://eosweb.larc.nasa.gov/PRODOCS/ceres-news/table_

ceres-news.html). The CCCM observation represents the

mean for the period 2006–2010. Line plots showing the

distribution of selected components of surface fluxes,

radiative fluxes, precipitation and cloud properties along

the same cross sections are in Fig. 8.

In the CESM1 (Fig. 7a), the simulated cloud top height

along 20�S compares well with the CCCM observations

(Fig. 7c) near the coast (up to about 90�W) while cloud

fraction is slightly smaller compared to observation

(Fig. 8c). The surface net shortwave radiation fluxes

(Fig. 8d) from the CESM1 are more consistent with ship-

based in situ measurements (shown by the asterisks, de

Szoeke et al. 2012) than with satellite observations, which

give slightly lower values near the coast. To the west of

90�W, clouds disappear abruptly (see also Fig. 8b–c). Such

an abrupt Sc-to-Cu transition in the CESM1 leads to

excessive shortwave radiation (Fig. 8d, more than 60 W/

m2 in excess around 95�W) reaching the surface, which

contributes to the warm SST biases between 90�W and the

deep convective region in the west (Fig. 8a). In Fig. 8f, we

see that the precipitation rate, mostly due to shallow con-

vection, starts to increase abruptly where the low clouds

disappear. This suggests that shallow convection activity

(e.g., convective overshooting) may contribute to the dis-

appearance of stratocumulus. The same considerations

apply to the GPCI cross-section (Fig. 7d): in the CESM1

the drop-off of cloud fraction takes place around 25�N

while in the CCCM observation (Fig. 7f) substantial cloud

fraction persist to about 20�N. The underestimation in

LWP (Fig. 8h) and low cloud fraction (Fig. 8i) leads to

excessive shortwave radiation (Fig. 8j) at the surface, but

the SST biases are relatively small in the Northeastern

Pacific (Fig. 8g) indicating that other surface flux compo-

nents (e.g., surface latent heat flux, see Fig. 8k) may

compensate for the excessive warming.

In the GFS-MOM4 (Fig. 7b), the stratocumulus covers a

larger area (reaching 140�W along 20�S) than in the CCCM

observation. But cloud liquid water mixing ratio is too small

near the coast, possibly contributing to coastal SST warm

biases (*3 �C, see Fig. 8a), and maximizes too far away

from the coast—between 90 and 100�W along 20�S. West of

90�W low cloud fraction is too large according to MODIS

but is comparable with the combined CLOUDSAT/

Fig. 6 The seasonal cycle of

low cloud fraction (%) in the

a Californian and b Peruvian

boxes and the seasonal cycle of

LTS (K) in the c Californian and

d Peruvian boxes. The red lines

are from the NCAR CESM1.

The blue lines are from the

NCEP GFS-MOM4. The black

lines are from observation. The

low cloud fraction observations

are from MODIS. The LTS

observations are from ERA-40

for 1980–2001
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CALIPSO GEOPROF and CLOUDSAT GOCCP low cloud

fraction (see Fig. 8c). LWP in the same region is somewhat

underestimated (Fig. 8c). Overall, low clouds seem to block

too much shortwave radiation (90–120�W, Fig. 8d), which

contributes to the underlying negative SST biases (Fig. 8a).

The GFS-MOM4 overestimates total precipitation from the

coast to about 115�W and large-scale precipitation from the

Sc layer seem to be the dominant source of error (Fig. 8f).

Along the GPCI cross-section (Fig. 7e), the cloud cover near

the Californian coast is also too low compared to the CCCM

(Fig. 7f) and other satellite observations (Fig. 8i). Away

from the coast, the low cloud cover maximizes at around

22�N and extends almost all the way into the deep convective

region (*10�N). Partly because these extensive Sc decks

block too much sunlight (Fig. 8j), the large warm SST biases

(*3 �C) near the coast are substantially reduced at around

20�N (Fig. 8l).

To summarize our discussion of Figs. 7 and 8, the

CESM1 produces an abrupt transition form Sc to Cu while

the GFS-MOM4 produces an elongated or delayed transi-

tion, both flawed compared to observation. These flaws can

contribute to local SST biases under the low clouds.

For the GFS-MOM4, we further examine how different

processes contribute to the maintenance of cloud vertical

structure in Fig. 9. Figure 9 shows the sources of moist

static energy due to long wave radiation, shallow convec-

tion and PBL vertical eddy diffusion along the two sea-

sonal mean cross-sections from the first year of the coupled

simulation which included additional diagnostic outputs

(though not enough to separately diagnose the temperature

and moisture budgets). Moist static energy is defined as

cpT ? gz ? Lvq, where cp is the specific heat of air at

constant pressure, T is the absolute air temperature, g is the

gravitational constant, z is the height above the surface, Lv

is the latent heat of vaporization, and q is water vapor

specific humidity. Moist static energy is conserved during

adiabatic ascent/descent of moist air parcels. One-year

simulations are long enough for diagnosing error patterns

in marine low clouds because in the GFS-MOM4, like in

many other GCMs, these emerge very quickly (usually in

less than 1 month). Along 20�S from 75�W to about

120�W, the strong longwave radiative cooling near the top

of Sc clouds is the dominant sink term in the cloud layer

(Fig. 9a), balanced by moist static energy transport

Fig. 7 The climatological cloud liquid water mixing ratio (10-3 g/

kg) in shades and cloud fraction (%) in contours along 20�S in SON

for a the NCAR CESM1, b the NCEP GFS-MOM4 and c the CCCM

satellite product. d–f The GPCI cross section in JJA. The CCCM data

is averaged over 2006–2010. The 3D cloud fraction information is not

available in the standard output of the GFS-MOM4
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associated with PBL vertical eddy diffusion (including the

stratocumulus-top radiative cooling induced mixing,

Fig. 9c) and/or shallow convection (Fig. 9b). From the

coast to about 105�W, PBL vertical eddy diffusion is the

main source of moist static energy in the cloud layer.

Shallow convection’s contribution to cloud layer budget

remains secondary. To the west of 105�W, shallow con-

vection becomes the dominant source in the cloud layer

while the contribution of PBL vertical eddy diffusion is

confined to the sub-cloud layer. But the Sc layer persists

further west to about 120�W. The dominance of the Sc-top-

radiative-cooling-driven eddy transport over shallow
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convection up to about 105�W and the persistence of Sc

cover beyond that is quite the opposite of what we see in

the CESM1. In the CESM1, the Sc layer disappears

completely as soon as shallow convection picks up at

around 90�W. For the GPCI cross section (Fig. 9d–f), we

see the same transition from PBL vertical eddy diffusion-

dominated to shallow convection-dominated cloud layer at

around 22�N. Then the Sc cover persists down to about

10�N.

5 Discussion

5.1 Coastal Sc

The CESM1 simulation of Sc cover near the North and

South American coasts is reasonably successful, with rel-

atively small biases in PBL depth, cloud fraction and LWP.

The GFS-MOM4 produces PBLs only half as deep as in

in situ observations, and fails to capture the Sc layer close

to the coast. In the Southeast Atlantic, where the warm SST

biases near the coast are greater than in the Pacific in both

models (the same is true for most current generation

models included in CMIP3 and CMIP5), the errors in

simulated Sc cover remain reasonably small in the CESM1

b Fig. 8 SON mean a SST (�C), b cloud LWP (g/m2), c low cloud

fraction (%), d net surface shortwave flux (W/m2), e surface latent

heat flux (W/m2) and f precipitation (mm/day, convective precipita-

tion in das lines) along 20�S. Panels g–l are for the GPCI cross section

in JJA. The red lines are from the NCAR CESM1, the blue lines from

the NCEP GFS-MOM4, and the black lines (solid and dashed) are

from various observational datasets. The observational SST dataset

we use is the Hadley Center ERSST (1982–2001, Hurrell et al. 2008).

The observational LWP datasets are NVAP (1988–1999, solid,

Randel et al. 1996) and SSM/I (1987–2000, dashed, semunegus et al.

2010). The observational low cloud fraction dataset we use is MODIS

level 3 product (2000–2008, King et al. 2003). We also show the total

cloud fraction from MODIS (black dots) and the combined

CLOUDSAT/CALIPSO GEOPROF and CLOUDSAT GOCCP low

cloud fraction in panels (d) and (j). The observational net surface flux

datasets are CERES2 (2000–2005, solid, Minnis et al. 2009) and

ISCCP (1983–2000, dashed, Rossow and Schiffer 1999). The

observational latent heat flux datasets are WHOI OAflux

(1958–2006, ref, Yu et al. 2008) and NCAR CORE flux products

(1984–2004, Large and Yeager 2009). The asterisks in panels a–f are

from SE Pacific research ship cruises during 2001–2008 (de Szoeke

et al. 2012)

Fig. 9 Moist static energy sources in units of K/day due to a longwave radiation, b shallow convection and c PBL vertical eddy diffusion along

20�S averaged over SON for the first year (1948) of the GFS-MOM4 long simulation. d–f The GPCI cross section averaged over JJA
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while they became even more pronounced in the GFS-

MOM4 (not shown).

Figure 9b suggests that shallow convection is active all

the way to the coast in the GFS-MOM4 and produces a moist

static energy source-sink dipole across the inversion sug-

gestive of entrainment of free-tropospheric air by over-

shooting shallow cumulus in this region. It has been shown in

other studies (e.g., de Szoeke et al. 2006; Wang et al. 2004a,

b; Zhang et al. 2011) that Sc cover in this region is sensitive to

the strength of shallow convection penetrative entrain-

ment—overactive shallow convection and penetrative

entrainment may lead to excessive evaporation of Sc. Our

preliminary test suppressing shallow convection near the

coast, however, does not improve the cloud fraction there in a

significant way (see Fletcher et al. 2014).

Another possible explanation is that Sc cloud-top

entrainment is wrong in this region: underestimation of

entrainment may lead to too shallow a PBL to support

persistent large-scale saturation while overestimation may

lead to excessive drying and evaporation of Sc. Wang et al.

(2004b), for example, find that Sc cover near the coast is

sensitive to the strength of parameterized eddy mixing

across the inversion with a PBL scheme that treats

entrainment implicitly. In their case, they find that when

they increase the mixing strength across the inversion by

using a fixed but larger mixing length, coastal Sc cover

decreases. The entrainment formulation in the GFS is a

simplified version of Lock et al. (2000), which includes the

contribution of cloud-top radiative cooling but ignores that

of evaporative cooling. Preliminary SCM analysis based on

a coastal stratocumulus case shows that current setup in the

GFS-MOM4 underestimates entrainment rate considerably.

We suspect that this underestimation leads to too shallow a

PBL to support persistent large-scale saturation.

5.2 The Sc-to-Cu transition

The Sc-to-Cu transition away from the American coast is

also portrayed very differently in the two models. Fig-

ure 10 shows that the climatological cloud fraction drops

off as the simulated shallow convection mass flux—an

accurate measure of shallow convection intensity—starts to

increase in the CESM1. Excessive shallow convection

penetrative entrainment may be responsible for the exces-

sive dissipation of Sc during the transition [as demon-

strated convincingly by Wang et al. (2004b)]. Sensitivity

experiments using uncoupled CAM5 show that reducing

penetrative entrainment efficiency in the shallow cumulus

parameterization can remove these biases to a large extent,

but the same parameter change applied in the coupled

model leads to excessive Sc cover and a cold drift in SST.

In a recent study of the southeastern Pacific Sc simula-

tion in CAM4 and CAM5, Medeiros et al. (2012) show that

CAM5 produces excessive cloud breakup during the day in

the coastal Sc region. They find that by reducing penetra-

tive entrainment efficiency in the shallow convective

scheme the mean cloud fraction and LWP could be

enhanced but the daytime breakup of Sc remains excessive

due to overestimation of the strength or frequency of

decoupling between the surface mixed layer and the Sc

cloud layer. In the CESM1 the moist turbulence parame-

terization (which does the job of a PBL parameterization

and more) considers the turbulent cloud layer decoupled

from the surface mixed layer if a stable layer is detected

between the two. It is possible that this procedure overes-

timates the strength or frequency of decoupling and con-

tributes to the abrupt Sc-to-Cu transition.

The convective overshooting or penetrative entrainment

in the GFS-MOM4 is made proportional to the cloud work

function, a measure of vertically-integrated buoyancy for

ascending air parcels in convective plumes. Our internal

test (not shown) indicates that overshooting in shallow

convection tends to be too weak due to too small cloud

work function, which may lead to slow cloud top growth

and consequently prohibiting efficient Sc breakup. Fletcher

et al. (2014) report one sensitivity experiment in which

they replace the overshooting formulation with that from

the CESM1. The over-extension is marginally improved.

Another possible reason for the over-extension of Sc in

the GFS-MOM4 may be that the decoupling of the PBL is

too weak or too infrequent. From our diagnosis we can see

that decoupling does happen around 100–105�W in terms

of eddy mixing profiles in Fig. 9b, but we don’t have

Fig. 10 The shallow convective mass flux (kg/m2/s, contours) and

cloud fraction (%, shades) from the NCAR CESM1 along a 20�S in

SON and b GPCI cross section in JJA
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accurate enough observations to tell whether the decou-

pling happens too late or the strength of decoupling is too

weak east of 100�W. Figure 5 shows that the PBL is too

shallow near the coast, which could also lead to delayed

decoupling as the shallow PBL is advected offshore.

The GFS-MOM4 shallow convection scheme also uses

quite different values for lateral entrainment rate and for

rain conversion efficiency and cloud water detrainment

efficiency than those used in the CESM1. In our pre-

liminary tests the simulation of marine low clouds does

show some sensitivity to these parameters (see Fletcher

et al. 2014).

6 Conclusion

The NCAR CAM5 and the NCEP GFS have recently

updated their shallow convection and PBL/moist turbu-

lence parameterizations, which are the backbone for the

simulations of marine low clouds. In this study we diag-

nose the simulation of marine low clouds based on two

long simulations by the CAM5 coupled to POP v2.4

(CESM1) and the GFS (last updated in Fall 2010) coupled

to GFDL MOM4 (GFS-MOM4).

The CESM1 produces realistic Sc cover near the coast in

the Southeastern Pacific in SON and in the Northeastern

Pacific in JJA, except that cloud LWP is slightly underes-

timated. The depth of Sc-topped PBL, i.e., the height of

low-level inversion, near the South American coast is

comparable to those from in situ ship sounding data in

SON. The strength of the simulated low-level inversion in

that region tends to be slightly weaker compared to that in

the ship sounding data. For the GFS-MOM4, Sc cover in

both the Northeastern and Southeastern Pacific is under-

estimated near the coast, which leads to annual mean sur-

face shortwave CRE errors at the surface on the order of

80 W/m2 near the coast. The PBL near the South American

coast is also too shallow. At 75�W, 20�S, the inversion

height is only half of that from the in situ ship sounding

data for SON. Preliminary sensitivity experiments suggest

that underestimation of PBL-top entrainment in this region

may be partly responsible.

The simulation of the Sc-to-Cu transition is very dif-

ferent in the two models. Along 20�S in SON, the Sc layer

disappears completely at around 90�W in the CESM1

while in the GFS-MOM4 the Sc layer extends to about

140�W and cloud liquid water amount maximizes around

100–110�W. In satellite observation, the Sc layer along

20�S extends to about 110�W. Such significant discrepan-

cies between the two models and also between the models

and the satellite observation are present in the Northeastern

Pacific in JJA as well. To further investigate the origin of

such large contrast, detailed study examining parameter

sensitivity in the shallow convection and PBL schemes is

currently underway with the help of single column model

simulations (Fletcher et al. 2014).
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